technical data sheet

Decking oil
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
DECKING OIL is an impregnation oil for the protection and
maintenance of all exterior wood. Decking oil has a built-in
UV blocker, which slows down discoloration of the wood.
Decking oil feeds and protects the wood and provides a
water resistant effect. DECKING OIL is suitable for all wooden decks, outdoor furniture and sidings. Regular use of
Decking oil increases the lifespan of your exterior wood.

TECHNICAL DATA
solid content

57%

density

0,90

colors

Clear, Pine, Teak, Light oak, Dark oak,
Bankirai, Light grey, Dark gray

PRE-TREATMENT
Before applying Decking oil, the wood should be cleaned
with Woodcleaner Ciranova. Ensure that all dirt, moss and
algae is removed before applying the Decking oil.

2,5L

user INSTRUCTIONS
Apply the Decking oil with a brush or pad in the direction of
the boards. Let it soak in for a few minutes and remove the
excess oil within 30 minutes, by polishing them with a white
pad or a cloth.
If necessary, a 2nd layer can be applied after approx. 8 hours.
Ensure that the wood is well-saturated for long-term protection.
When using the decking oil on furniture, the excess oil must
be wiped off, until the surface feels dry to the touch.

DRYING TIME
Ciranova® products are made for the professional user.
The instructions specified in the data sheet are formulated
after necessary tests were performed and after years
of experience. However, they are drawn to our best
knowledge and ability. The user must test the application
of the product in the for him applicable conditions.
Guarantee can not be derived out the text of this
technical description.
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After approx. 12 hours, depending on the type of wood and
the environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.),
the surface will be slightly walkable.

applying quantity
Approx. 12-15 m²/litre per layer, depending on the type of
wood.

after TREATMENT
To increase the lifespan of your exterior wood, it is recommended to apply a new layer of Decking oil once or twice
a year.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Dried oil remnants are self-ignitable. Used pads and cloths
can be self-ignitable and should therefore be immersed in
water after use. Shelf life: 2 years in closed and original packaging.

